Evaluation of the protonation thermochemistry obtained by the extended kinetic method.
An evaluation of the results obtained by the extended kinetic method for a series of representative bases is presented here. Analysis of the original experimental data is conducted using the orthogonal distance regression (ODR) statistical treatment. A comparison with the proton affinities and protonation entropies obtained from variable temperature equilibrium constant measurements demonstrate deviations, which may be ascribed to random and systematic errors. Considerable random errors are associated with the extended kinetic method if the number of reference bases and the range of effective temperatures are too low. It is also confirmed that large systematic errors on proton affinities and protonation entropies are obtained when large protonation entropy is associated with the considered system. It is, however, encouraging to note that the gas phase basicities obtained by the extended kinetic method are generally comparable to that obtained by other methods within a few kJ/mol.